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Description

[Field]

[0001] Embodiments of the invention relate to rolling
equipment. More specifically, two coilers having heat re-
tention called coiler furnaces are included frontward and
rearward of rolling mills; and embodiments of the inven-
tion relate to the layout and hot strip temperature com-
pensation method of an induction heater novelly mounted
between the rolling mills to improve the temperature dis-
tribution of the hot strip in the reverse rolling of the rolling
equipment including multiple rolling mills (a so-called
Steckel mill).

[Background Art]

[0002] In the reverse rolling of the Steckel mill, al-
though two of the coiler furnaces having the heat reten-
tion function are included frontward and rearward of the
rolling mills, even then, the temperatures decrease for
the hot strip width end portions and front and tail end
portions released from the coiler furnaces.
[0003] Then, there is a device such as in US 5771732
relating to a Steckel mill in the case of one rolling mill in
which a heater is mounted between the coiler furnace
and the rolling mill to attempt to improve the hot strip
temperature. However, if the heater is a burner, heating
is from the surface; the temperature increase efficiency
is poor; and effects better than those of the coiler furnace
cannot be expected. Also, in the case where the inductor
gap is caused to approach the hot strip as much as pos-
sible to increase the efficiency as in an induction heater,
even if pinch rolls are mounted, the precision of the ten-
sion detection and the tension control between the coiler
furnace and the mill stand cannot be increased; and when
hot strip tension loosens, the hot strip contacts the ap-
paratus when forming a loop configuration; and it is con-
sidered that the probability of being easily damaged is
high. If the inductor gap is opened in the safe direction,
the heating efficiency degrades or the heating cannot be
performed. Also, the locations at the rolling mill entrance
and exit where the heater is mounted in the device is
generally where many sensors for automatic rolling con-
trol having high priority such as strip thickness gauges,
strip width gauges, radiation thermometers, hot strip de-
tection, etc., are mounted; and there are many cases
where the mounting space of the heater is not available.
Also, for a multiple-mill stand configuration, there are no
devices or patents describing improvement of the hot
strip temperature distribution by a heater other than the
coiler furnaces.
[0004] DE 10056847 A1, forming the basis for the pre-
amble of claim 1, relates to a Steckel rolling mill system
having a heating device being provided on at least one
of the input side and the output side between the rolling
mill and the coiler furnace for producing a high quality
product with an improved metallurgical texture. In order

to induce a modification or transformation of the metal-
lurgical structure of the strip using the Steckel rolling mill
system, the strip is kept, in a non-milling phase, at a heat-
ed level not lower than a temperature required to re-dis-
solve metallurgical separations within the strip again into
a solid-solution state in the metal matrix.

[Summary of Invention]

[Technical Problem]

[0005] Conventionally, in the reverse rolling of a Steck-
el mill, although two of the coiler furnaces having the heat
retention function are included frontward and rearward
of the mill stands, even then, the temperatures decrease
for the hot strip width end portions and front and tail end
portions detached from the coiler furnaces. In a general
example, for the hot strip average temperature (in the
width-direction central portion) in each reverse rolling,
the pre-reverse pass longitudinal-direction hot strip tem-
perature is entirely 1000 °C or more; but as the reverse
passes proceed, in the third reverse pass, the tempera-
ture is entirely 1000 °C or less, and is quite low at the
third-pass tail end portion. In the final seventh pass, there
is a difference of about 100 °C between the longitudinal-
direction central portion maximum temperature and the
front end portion minimum temperature. Also, the tem-
perature drop due to the heat dissipation is large at the
width-direction end portions as well; and as expected, a
further decrease of about 50 °C occurs in each longitu-
dinal direction compared to the average temperature. Ac-
cordingly, it is problematic that the hot strip quality yield
is poor due to such a hot strip temperature distribution.
[0006] The invention is directed to solve problems such
as those recited above and to improve the conventional
hot strip temperature distribution.

[Solution to Problem]

[0007] To achieve the objects recited above, a hot strip
temperature compensation method and layout of an in-
duction heater disposed between the mill stands of rolling
equipment (a Steckel mill) in the invention include meth-
ods such as those recited below.
[0008] The device layout of the induction heater dis-
posed between the mill stands of the rolling equipment
according to claim 1 of the invention improves the con-
ventional hot strip temperature distribution by implement-
ing a temperature increase of the hot strip longitudinal
direction and width direction in a designated reverse roll-
ing or in each reverse rolling.
[0009] The induction heater according to claim 2 of the
invention is an induction heater of the solenoid (the flux
being perpendicular to the hot strip width cross section)
type or the transverse (the flux being perpendicular to
the hot strip longitudinal-direction cross section) type. Or,
the induction heater in which the two kinds of heater are
combined.
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[0010] The device layout according to claim 3 of the
invention implement a stable inter mill stand tension con-
trol in the rolling equipment including the apparatus ac-
cording to claim 1 or 2 by mounting at least two vertically-
movable rolls (tension rolls) frontward and rearward of
the induction heater between the mill stands, by providing
a tension detection and tension control function including
a load cell or a strain gauge, by fixing the two tension
rolls at the same raised height after the front end is en-
gaged by the next rolling mill, and by controlling the rolling
mill speed using a tensile force value from a tension de-
tector. A trapezoid is formed from the heated hot strip;
and the temperature increase due to the induction heater
recited above is made easier.
[0011] In the device layout according to claim 4 of the
invention, the tension rolls of claim 3 are replaced with
pinch rolls in a Steckel mill including the apparatus ac-
cording to claims 1 to 3.
[0012] The device layout according to claim 5 of the
invention implements a stable inter mill stand tension
control in rolling equipment including the apparatus ac-
cording to claim 1 or 2 by providing a tension detection
and tension control function and by controlling the rolling
mill speed by calculating an inter mill stand tensile force
value using the rolling mill torque and load after the front
end is engaged by the next rolling mill. The temperature
increase due to the induction heater is made easier.
[0013] According to claim 6 of the invention the tem-
perature increase in the transverse-type induction heater
according to claims 1 to 5 is performed as to be high at
the hot strip width end portions compared to the strip
width central portion and further to be as flat as possible
at the other strip width portions.
[0014] According to claim 7 of the invention the heated
temperature increase pattern in the hot strip longitudinal-
direction rolling in the transverse-type induction heater
according to claims 1 to 5 is selected so as to have hot
strip width central portion temperature increase priority
or strip width end portion temperature increase priority;
and two induction heaters can have an unrestricted ar-
rangement modification in the width direction. Or, ar-
rangement setting modification between the rolling pass-
es also is possible.
[0015] According to claim 8 of the invention the contact
with the hot strip warp in the transverse-type induction
heater according to claims 1 to 5 is avoided by opening
the inductor gap when detecting a loop and detecting
zero tension during rolling.
[0016] According to claim 9 of the invention the induc-
tor gap is pre-opened so as to have spacious margin to
not contact the hot strip warp when there is no tension
before a next rolling mill hot strip front end engagement,
and the inductor gap is closed to the appropriate heating
gap at or after a tension generation after the next rolling
mill hot strip front end engagement. Also, the inductor
gap is opened to avoid the contact with the hot strip warp
slightly before a tensionless state caused by the tail end
of the hot strip exiting the rolling mill.

[Advantageous Effects of Invention]

[0017] The device layout of the induction heater dis-
posed between the mill stands of the rolling equipment
according to claim 1 of the invention includes the tem-
perature increase being possible in the hot strip longitu-
dinal direction and width direction in a designated reverse
rolling or in each reverse rolling, and is excellent for im-
proving the hot strip temperature distribution.
[0018] The induction heater according to claim 2 of the
invention is an induction heater of the solenoid (the flux
being perpendicular to the hot strip width cross section)
type or the transverse (the flux being perpendicular to
the hot strip longitudinal-direction cross section) type. Or,
the induction heater in which the two kinds of heater are
combined; the temperature increase is possible in the
hot strip longitudinal direction and width direction in a
designated reverse rolling or in each reverse rolling; and
the induction heater is excellent for improving the hot
strip temperature distribution.
[0019] The tension control method and the device lay-
out according to claim 3 of the invention implements a
stable inter mill stand tension control in a Steckel mill
including the apparatus according to claim 1 or 2 by
mounting at least two vertically-movable rolls (tension
rolls) frontward and rearward of the induction heater be-
tween the mill stands, by providing a tension detection
and tension control function, by fixing the two tension
rolls at the same raised height after the front end is en-
gaged by the next rolling mill, and by controlling the rolling
mill speed using a tensile force value from a tension de-
tector. A trapezoid is formed from the hot strip; and the
temperature increase due to the induction heater recited
above can be made easier.
[0020] The device layout according to claim 4 of the
invention can suppress the loop between the mill stands
in a Steckel mill including the apparatus according to
claims 1 to 3 by replacing the tension rolls of claim 3 with
pinch rolls.
[0021] The tension control method and the device lay-
out according to claim 5 of the invention implement a
stable inter mill stand tension control in a Steckel mill
including the apparatus according to claim 1 or 2 by pro-
viding a tension detection and tension control function,
and by controlling the rolling mill speed by calculating a
inter mill stand tensile force value using the rolling mill
torque and load after the front end is engaged by the next
rolling mill. The temperature increase due to the induction
heater can be made easier.
[0022] According to claim 6 of the invention the tem-
perature increase in the transverse-type induction heater
according to claims 1 to 5 can be performed so as to be
high at the hot strip width end portions compared to the
strip width central portion and further to be as flat as pos-
sible at the other strip width portions; therefore, generally,
the temperatures of the hot strip width end portions are
low compared to the strip width central portion; and the
optimal temperature compensation in the heated hot strip
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width direction is possible.
[0023] According to claim 7 of the invention the heated
temperature increase pattern in the hot strip longitudinal-
direction rolling in the transverse-type induction heater
according to claims 1 to 5 is selected so as to have hot
strip width central portion temperature increase priority
or strip width end portion temperature increase priority;
and two induction heaters can have an unrestricted ar-
rangement modification in the width direction. Or, ar-
rangement setting modification between the rolling pass-
es also is possible; and the heating pattern modification
in the heated hot strip longitudinal direction and strip
width direction can be performed when necessary.
[0024] According to claim 8 of the invention the contact
with the hot strip warp in the transverse-type induction
heater according to claims 1 to 5 can be avoided by open-
ing the inductor gap when detecting a loop and detecting
zero tension during rolling.
[0025] According to claim 9 of the invention the induc-
tor gap is pre-opened so as to have spacious margin to
not contact the hot strip warp when there is no tension
before a next rolling mill hot strip front end engagement,
and the inductor gap is closes to an appropriate heating
gap at or after a tension generation after the next rolling
mill hot strip front end engagement. Also, the damage of
the induction heater can be eliminated by opening the
inductor gap to avoid the contact with the hot strip warp
slightly before the tensionless state caused by the tail
end of the hot strip exiting the rolling mill.

[Brief Description of Drawings]

[0026]

[Fig. 1]
FIG. 1 is a schematic view illustrating rolling equip-
ment according to a first embodiment.
[Fig. 2]
FIG. 2 is a perspective view schematically illustrating
the bar heaters.
[Fig. 3]
FIG. 3 is a schematic view illustrating the heating
principle of the transverse-type bar heater.
[Fig. 4]
FIG. 4 is a schematic view illustrating the layout of
two transverse-type bar heaters.
[Fig. 5]
FIG. 5A and FIG. 5B are graphs illustrating an ex-
ample of the heating pattern of the hot strip by the
two transverse-type bar heaters.
[Fig. 6]
FIG. 6 is a graph illustrating an example of the hot
strip average temperature in the reverse rolling.
[Fig. 7]
FIG. 7 is a schematic view illustrating rolling equip-
ment according to a second embodiment.
[Fig. 8]
FIG. 8 is a schematic view illustrating the heating

principle of the solenoid-type bar heater.
[Fig. 9]
FIG. 9 is a schematic view illustrating rolling equip-
ment according to a third embodiment.
[Fig. 10]
FIG. 10 is a schematic view illustrating rolling equip-
ment according to a fourth embodiment.
[Fig. 11]
FIG. 11A and FIG. 11B are graphs illustrating an
example of a heating pattern according to a fifth em-
bodiment.
[Fig. 12]
FIG. 12A and FIG. 12B are graphs illustrating an
example of a heating pattern according to a fifth em-
bodiment.
[Fig. 13]
FIG. 13A and FIG. 13B are graphs illustrating an
example of a heating pattern according to a sixth
embodiment.
[Fig. 14]
FIG. 14 is a schematic view illustrating rolling equip-
ment according to a seventh embodiment.

[Description of Embodiments]

[0027] Various embodiments will be described herein-
after with reference to the accompanying drawings.
[0028] The drawings are schematic or conceptual. The
relationship between the thickness and the width of each
portion, and the size ratio between the portions, for in-
stance, are not necessarily identical to those in reality.
Furthermore, the same portion may be shown with dif-
ferent dimensions or ratios depending on the figures.
[0029] In the present specification and the drawings,
components similar to those described previously with
reference to earlier figures are labeled with like reference
numerals, and the detailed description thereof is omitted
appropriately.

(First embodiment)

[0030] FIG. 1 is a schematic view illustrating rolling
equipment according to a first embodiment.
[0031] As illustrated in FIG. 1, a Steckel mill 1 (rolling
equipment) includes a pair of coiler furnaces 3, and mul-
tiple mill stands 2 disposed between the coiler furnaces
3. Each of the coiler furnaces 3 is a coiler having a heat
retention function. The Steckel mill 1 performs reverse
rolling while heating the hot strip using the coiler furnaces
3. In the example, two mill stands 2 are provided between
the coiler furnaces 3. The number of the mill stands 2 is
not limited to two and may be three or more.
[0032] The Steckel mill 1 further includes a pair of bar
heaters 28 and 29 (induction heaters) and a pair of ten-
sion rolls 32 and 33. The transverse-type bar heater 28
(BH1) and bar heater 29 (BH2) in which the gap to the
hot strip can be changeable are disposed between the
two mill stands 2; and the tension roll 32 and the tension
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roll 33 that can be lifted and lowered to perform the inter
stand tension control are further disposed on the outer
sides of the bar heater 28 and the bar heater 29.
[0033] A stable inter mill stand tension control is im-
plemented by fixing the two tension rolls 32 and 33 at the
same raised height after the hot strip front end is engaged
by the next rolling mill, and by controlling the rolling mill
speed using the tensile force value from a tension detec-
tor 40. A trapezoid is formed from the hot strip; and the
temperature increase due to the induction heater recited
above is made easier. Also, the contact with the hot strip
warp is avoided by opening the inductor gap when de-
tecting a loop and detecting zero tension during rolling.
[0034] In the Steckel mill 1, an induction heater that is
optimal as the heater for improving the hot strip temper-
ature is applied. By moving the hot strip in a direction
across the flux generated by the induction heater, the hot
strip is heated from the hot strip interior by the iron loss
due to the eddy current generated by the flux inside the
hot strip. The principle of the bar heaters 28 and 29 which
are induction heaters having a better heated temperature
increase rate and efficiency than the surface heating of
a gas burner, etc., will now be described.
[0035] FIG. 2 is a perspective view schematically illus-
trating the bar heaters.
[0036] As illustrated in FIG. 2, the transverse-type bar
heaters 28 and 29 include an upper inductor 17 including
an upper U-shaped iron core 13 and an upper copper
tube coil 15, similarly include a lower inductor 18 including
a lower U-shaped iron core 14 and a lower copper tube
coil 16, and are arranged to sandwich a hot strip 19 from
above and below.
[0037] FIG. 3 is a schematic view illustrating the heat-
ing principle of the transverse-type bar heater.
[0038] As illustrated in FIG. 3, a current is caused to
flow in the copper tube coils 15 and 16; and flux Φ 20
pierces the hot strip 19 perpendicularly using the U-
shaped iron cores 13 and 14 as a magnetic path. Then,
an eddy current 21 is generated inside the hot strip 19
and heats due to the iron loss. The induction heating
method in which the flux Φ 20 pierces the hot strip 19
perpendicularly is called the transverse type.
[0039] FIG. 4 is a schematic view illustrating the layout
of two transverse-type bar heaters.
[0040] As illustrated in FIG. 4, the heated hot strip 19
that is conveyed by table rolls is arranged and subjected
to induction heating by using the two transverse-type bar
heaters 28 and 29. Movable wheels are attached to the
induction heater; and the arrangement of the induction
heater in the width direction of the hot strip 19 can be
modified freely. Thereby, the setting modification of the
heated temperature increase amount of the two trans-
verse-type bar heaters 28 and 29 to have a hot strip width
end portion priority or strip width central portion priority
temperature increase can be performed continuously by
the arrangement modification; and the overall level of the
heated temperature increase amount also can be mod-
ified continuously and unrestrictedly by controlling the

electrical power amount supplied to the induction heater.
[0041] For example, the bar heaters 28 and 29 are con-
nected to a horizontal movement mechanism 46. The
horizontal movement mechanism 46 moves the bar heat-
ers 28 and 29 individually in the width direction of the hot
strip 19. The horizontal movement mechanism 46 is con-
nected to a controller 44. The operation of the horizontal
movement mechanism 46 is controlled by the controller
44. Thereby, the heated temperature increase pattern in
the width direction can be changed arbitrarily by changing
the positions of the bar heaters 28 and 29 in the width
direction.
[0042] FIG. 5A and FIG. 5B are graphs illustrating an
example of the heating pattern of the hot strip by the two
transverse-type bar heaters.
[0043] FIG. 5A illustrates the heating pattern example
of the hot strip 19 by the bar heater 28 and the heating
pattern example of the hot strip 19 by the bar heater 29.
FIG. 5B illustrates the total heating pattern example of
the two bar heaters 28 and 29.
[0044] As illustrated in FIG. 5A and FIG. 5B, the heating
temperature distribution has high temperatures at the hot
strip width end portions and otherwise is flat in the strip
width direction; the heated temperature increase level in
the longitudinal direction of the hot strip 19 is changeable;
and this is the optimal mode for improving the distribu-
tions of the temperature in the longitudinal direction and
the temperature in the width direction. The reason for this
is none other than being able to arrange the transverse-
type bar heater 28 and bar heater 29 symmetrically in
the width direction of the rolling material and arrange the
transverse-type bar heater 28 and bar heater 29 optimally
with respect to the strip width.
[0045] Also, as the method for controlling the inductor
gap when the hot strip front and tail ends pass through
the bar heater 28 and the bar heater 29, the inductor gap
is pre-opened to have spacious margin not to contact the
hot strip warp when there is no tension before a next
rolling mill hot strip front end engagement; and the induc-
tor gap is closed to an appropriate heating gap at or after
a tension generation after the next rolling mill hot strip
front end engagement. Also, a control is performed to
eliminate the damage of the induction heater by opening
the inductor gap to avoid the contact with the hot strip
warp slightly before the tensionless state caused by the
tail end of the hot strip exiting the rolling mill.
[0046] The tension rolls 32 and 33 and the bar heaters
28 and 29 each are connected to a synchronous lift-
ing/lowering mechanism 42. The synchronous lifting/low-
ering mechanism 42 changes the positions in the height
direction of the tension rolls 32 and 33 and maintains the
positions to be constant. Simultaneously, the synchro-
nous lifting/lowering mechanism 42 sets the pass line
reference height of the inductors 17 and 18 of the bar
heaters 28 and 29 synchronously with the heights of the
tension rolls 32 and 33. However, the inductor gap (the
distance between the upper inductor 17 and the lower
inductor 18) is set independently based on the pass line
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reference.
[0047] The synchronous lifting/lowering mechanism
42 is connected to the controller 44. The positions of the
tension rolls 32 and 33 and the pass line reference po-
sition of the bar heaters 28 and 29 undergo synchronous
control by the controller 44. The tensile force value from
the tension detector 40 is input to the controller 44. The
tension detector 40 detects the tensile force of the hot
strip 19 rolled by the mill stands 2 and inputs the detected
tensile force value to the controller 44. For example, the
tension detector 40 detects the tensile force applied to
the hot strip 19 from load cells included in the tension
rolls 32 and 33, etc.
[0048] Also, the controller 44 is connected to each of
the mill stands 2 and controls the operation of each of
the mill stands 2. As described above, the controller 44
implements a stable inter mill stand tension control by
controlling the speeds of the mill stands 2 using the ten-
sile force value from the tension detector 40. The con-
troller that controls the operation of each of the mill stands
2 may be separated from the controller controlling the
operation of the synchronous lifting/lowering mechanism
42.
[0049] FIG. 6 is a graph illustrating an example of the
hot strip average temperature in the reverse rolling.
[0050] FIG. 6 illustrates the hot strip average temper-
ature (in the width-direction central portion) in each re-
verse rolling of a reference Steckel mill performing the
heat retention of the hot strip using only the coiler furnac-
es. In the example, the pre-reverse pass longitudinal-
direction hot strip temperature is entirely 1000 °C or more;
but as the reverse passes proceed, in the third reverse
pass, the temperature is entirely 1000 °C or less, and is
quite low at the third-pass tail end portion. In the final
seventh pass, there is a difference of about 100 °C be-
tween the longitudinal-direction central portion maximum
temperature and the front end portion minimum temper-
ature. Although not illustrated here, the temperature drop
due to the heat dissipation is large at the width-direction
end portions as well; and as expected, a further decrease
of about 50 °C occurs in each longitudinal direction com-
pared to the average temperature. Accordingly, the hot
strip quality yield is poor due to such a hot strip temper-
ature distribution.
[0051] Conversely, in the Steckel mill 1 according to
the embodiment, the bar heaters 28 and 29 are provided
between the two mill stands 2; and induction heating of
the hot strip 19 is performed by the bar heaters 28 and
29. Thereby, the hot strip temperature distribution can
be improved by implementing the temperature increase
in the hot strip longitudinal direction and width direction
in a designated reverse rolling or in each reverse rolling.
For example, the yield can be increased.
[0052] Also, the tensile force of the hot strip 19 can be
controlled appropriately between the mill stands 2.
Thereby, for example, the damage of the bar heaters 28
and 29 due to the contact with the hot strip 19 can be
suppressed. For example, the hot strip 19 can be heated

efficiently by appropriately setting the inductor gap.

(Second embodiment)

[0053] FIG. 7 is a schematic view illustrating rolling
equipment according to a second embodiment.
[0054] The second embodiment of the invention will
now be described based on FIG. 7. A portion of the Steck-
el mill is illustrated as being extracted in FIG. 7.
[0055] In FIG. 7, a solenoid-type bar heater 35 (BH1)
and a solenoid-type bar heater 36 (BH2) are mounted
instead of the transverse-type bar heaters 28 and 29 of
FIG. 1 between the mill stands 2; and the tension roll 32
and the tension roll 33 that can be lifted and lowered to
perform the inter stand tension control are further dis-
posed on the outer sides of the bar heater 35 and the bar
heater 36.
[0056] FIG. 8 is a schematic view illustrating the heat-
ing principle of the solenoid-type bar heater.
[0057] As illustrated in FIG. 8, the solenoid-type bar
heaters 35 and 36 include a copper tube coil 25. In the
bar heaters 35 and 36, flux 20 pierces the heated material
in the longitudinal direction as illustrated due to the cur-
rent flowing through the solenoid-type copper tube coil
25; due to this action, the eddy current 21 flows to circu-
late inside the hot strip in the heated hot strip width di-
rection; and the entire width direction of the heated ma-
terial is heated by the iron loss. This induction heating
method is called the solenoid type. In this induction heater
as well, the temperature increase of the hot strip temper-
ature can be performed substantially uniformly in the
width direction; and the level of the temperature increase
also can be modified continuously and unrestrictedly by
controlling the electrical power amount supplied to the
induction heater. Accordingly, this is used as an improve-
ment measure of the longitudinal-direction temperature
distribution of the Steckel mill.
[0058] A stable inter mill stand tension control is im-
plemented by fixing the two tension rolls 32 and 33 at the
same raised height after the front end of the hot strip 19
is engaged by the next rolling mill, and by controlling the
rolling mill speed using the tensile force value from the
tension detector. The solenoid-type bar heater 35 and
the solenoid-type bar heater 36 are lifted and lowered
synchronously with the lifting and lowering of the tension
rolls 32 and 33. A trapezoid is formed from the hot strip
19; and the temperature increase due to the induction
heater recited above is made easier.
[0059] Because the temperature increase of the heat-
ed temperature increase pattern can be performed uni-
formly in the strip width direction, temperature-increased
compensation of the hot strip longitudinal-direction tem-
perature drop amount is performed by setting the tem-
perature increase amount to be changeable in the longi-
tudinal direction.
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(Third embodiment)

[0060] FIG. 9 is a schematic view illustrating rolling
equipment according to a third embodiment.
[0061] The third embodiment of the invention will now
be described based on FIG. 9. A portion of the Steckel
mill is illustrated as being extracted in FIG. 9.
[0062] In the example as illustrated in FIG. 9, the ten-
sion roll 32 and the tension roll 33 that perform the inter
stand tension control are not disposed on the outer sides
of the transverse-type bar heater 28 and bar heater 29
of FIG. 1 between the mill stands 2; and a tension roll-
less inter stand tension control is performed by detecting
the inter stand tensile force from the load and the torque
fluctuation of the two mill stands 2. As described above,
the tension control is implemented by the tension detec-
tor 40 and the controller 44. Thereby, the rolling mill
speed is controlled; stable inter mill stand tension control
is implemented; the contact between the hot strip 19 of
the bar heaters 28 and 29 is prevented; and the temper-
ature increase due to the induction heater is made easier.

(Fourth embodiment)

[0063] FIG. 10 is a schematic view illustrating rolling
equipment according to a fourth embodiment.
[0064] The fourth embodiment of the invention will now
be described based on FIG. 10. A portion of the Steckel
mill is illustrated as being extracted in FIG. 10.
[0065] In the example as illustrated in FIG. 10, the so-
lenoid-type bar heater 35 and the solenoid-type bar heat-
er 36 are mounted instead of the transverse-type bar
heaters 28 and 29 of FIG. 9 between the mill stands 2;
tension roll-less inter stand tension control is performed
by detecting the inter stand tensile force from the load
and the torque fluctuation of the two mill stands 2; the
contact between the hot strip 19 and the bar heaters 35
and 36 is prevented; and the temperature increase due
to the induction heater is made easier.

(Fifth embodiment)

[0066] FIG. 11A, FIG. 11B, FIG. 12A, and FIG. 12B
are graphs illustrating an example of a heating pattern
according to a fifth embodiment.
[0067] The fifth embodiment of the invention will now
be described based on FIG. 11A, FIG. 11B, FIG. 12A,
and FIG. 12B.
[0068] The arrangement in the strip width direction of
the transverse-type bar heater 28 and bar heater 29 is
changed symmetrically; FIG. 11B is a two-device total
hot strip heating pattern example in which the end portion
heating temperatures in the rolling material strip width
direction are relatively reduced; and FIG. 12B is a two-
device total hot strip heating pattern example in which
the heating temperatures of the strip width end portions
are increased compared to the strip width center. An im-
provement effect is obtained by modifying the heated

temperature increase pattern setting each rolling pass
and performing the temperature increase by, for exam-
ple, using the pattern in which the strip width end portions
are low for the rolling passes of the former half and using
the pattern in which the heating temperatures of the strip
width end portions are increased in the rolling passes of
the latter half because the rolling material has become
thin and the strip width end portion temperature drop is
large. Also, as an example of being changeable in the
longitudinal direction, a modification is possible in a heat-
ed temperature increase pattern setting in which width
end portion heating priority is used proximally to the lon-
gitudinal-direction central portion and the strip width cen-
tral portion is given priority proximally to the longitudinal-
direction front and tail end portions. As described above,
such a heated temperature increase pattern is controlled
by the controller 44. FIG. 11A and FIG. 12A show the
heating pattern examples for each of the bar heaters 28
and 29.

(Sixth embodiment)

[0069] FIG. 13A and FIG. 13B are graphs illustrating
an example of a heating pattern according to a sixth em-
bodiment.
[0070] The sixth embodiment of the invention will now
be described based on FIG. 13A and FIG. 13B.
[0071] In the case where the hot strip width is wide
compared to the widths of the transverse-type bar heat-
ers 28 and 29, a combination of temperature increase
settings includes the two-device total hot strip heating
pattern example of FIG. 13A in which the heated tem-
perature increases of the strip width end portions are low
compared to the strip width central portion, and the two-
device total hot strip heating pattern example of FIG. 13B
in which the strip width central portion heated tempera-
ture increase is low and the width end portion heated
temperature increases are high. Similarly to that de-
scribed above, the conventional hot strip low-tempera-
ture distribution is improved by combinations in the lon-
gitudinal direction and for each rolling pass.

(Seventh embodiment)

[0072] FIG. 14 is a schematic view illustrating rolling
equipment according to a seventh embodiment.
[0073] The seventh embodiment of the invention will
now be described based on FIG. 14. A portion of the
Steckel mill is illustrated as being extracted in FIG. 14.
[0074] In FIG. 14, pinch rolls 37 and 38 are disposed
instead of the tension rolls 32 and 33 between the mill
stands 2. Also, the bar heaters 28 and 29 are disposed
between the pinch rollers 37 and 38. The pinch rolls 37
and 38 sandwich the hot strip 19 between a pair of rollers.
[0075] Thus, the tension rolls may be the pinch rollers
37 and 38. In such a case, the loop of the hot strip 19
between the mill stands 2 can be suppressed more ap-
propriately.
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[0076] Hereinabove, embodiments of the invention are
described with reference to specific examples. However,
the embodiments of the invention are not limited to these
specific examples. For example, one skilled in the art
may similarly practice the invention by appropriately se-
lecting specific configurations of components included in
rolling equipment such as coiler furnaces, mill stands,
induction heaters, and tension rolls etc., from known art;
and such practice is included in the scope of the invention
as defined by the appended claims to the extent that sim-
ilar effects are obtained.
[0077] Further, any two or more components of the
specific examples may be combined within the extent of
technical feasibility and are included in the scope of the
invention as defined by the appended claims.
[0078] Moreover, all rolling equipment practicable by
an appropriate design modification by one skilled in the
art based on the rolling equipment described above as
embodiments of the invention also are within the scope
of the invention as defined by the appended claims.
[0079] Various other variations and modifications can
be conceived by those skilled in the art within the spirit
of the invention, and it is understood that such variations
and modifications are also encompassed within the
scope of the invention as defined by the appended
claims.
[0080] While certain embodiments have been de-
scribed, these embodiments have been presented by
way of example only, and are not intended to limit the
scope of the invention. Indeed, the novel embodiments
described herein may be embodied in a variety of other
forms; furthermore, various omissions, substitutions and
changes in the form of the embodiments described herein
may be made without departing from the scope of the
invention as defined by the appended claims. The ac-
companying claims and their equivalents are intended to
cover such forms or modifications as would fall within the
scope of the invention.

Claims

1. A rolling equipment (1), comprising:

two coiler furnaces (3),
a plurality of mill stands (2) provided between
the two coiler furnaces (3), the plurality of mill
stands (2) being for reverse rolling; character-
ised in that the rolling equipment (1) further
comprises:
an induction heater (28, 29) provided between
the plurality of mill stands (2), the induction heat-
er (28, 29) implementing a heated temperature
increase in a designated reverse rolling or in
each reverse rolling by the induction heater be-
ing configured to implement the heated temper-
ature increase in a hot strip longitudinal direction
and width direction.

2. The rolling equipment (1) according to claim 1,
wherein the induction heater (28, 29) is a transverse
type, a solenoid type, or a combination of the two
types, the transverse type having flux perpendicular
to a hot strip longitudinal-direction cross section, the
solenoid type having flux perpendicular to a hot strip
width cross section.

3. The rolling equipment (1) according to claim 1,
wherein the temperature increase due to the induc-
tion heater (28, 29) is made easier by implementing
an inter mill stand tension control by mounting at
least two tension rolls (32, 33) frontward and rear-
ward of the induction heater (28, 29) between the
plurality of mill stands (2), providing the rolling equip-
ment (1) with a tension detection and tension control
function, forming a trapezoid from the hot strip by
fixing the two tension rolls (32, 33) at the same raised
height after a hot strip front end is engaged by the
next rolling mill, and controlling a rolling mill speed
using a tensile force value from a tension detector
(40), the inter mill stand tension control being stable.

4. The rolling equipment (1) according to claim 3,
wherein the tension rolls (32, 33) are pinch rolls (37,
38).

5. The rolling equipment (1) according to claim 1,
wherein the temperature increase due to the induc-
tion heater (28, 29) is made easier by implementing
an inter mill stand tension control by providing the
rolling equipment with a tension detection and ten-
sion control function, and by controlling a rolling mill
speed by calculating an inter mill stand tensile force
value using a rolling mill torque and load after a front
end is engaged by the next rolling mill, the inter mill
stand tension control being stable.

6. Use of the rolling equipment (1) according to claim
2, wherein the induction heater (28, 29) is the trans-
verse type, and the induction heater (28, 29) per-
forms the temperature increase to be high at a hot
strip width end portion compared to a strip width cen-
tral portion and further to be as flat as possible at
other strip width portions such that the temperatures
of the hot strip width end portions are low compared
to the strip width central portion to form a boat-
shaped temperature distribution in the strip width di-
rection.

7. Use of the rolling equipment (1) according to claim
2, wherein the induction heater (28, 29) is the trans-
verse type, a heated temperature increase pattern
in a hot strip longitudinal-direction rolling is selected
to have hot strip width central portion temperature
increase priority or strip width end portion tempera-
ture increase priority, and two of the induction heat-
ers can unrestrictedly have a width-direction ar-
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rangement modification and/or can have an arrange-
ment setting modification between rolling passes.

8. Use of the rolling equipment (1) according to claim
2, wherein the induction heater (28, 29) is the trans-
verse type, and contact with a hot strip warp is avoid-
ed by opening an inductor gap when detecting a loop
and detecting zero tension during rolling.

9. Use of the rolling equipment (1) according to claim
2, wherein the induction heater (28, 29) is the trans-
verse type, an inductor gap is pre-opened to have
spacious margin to not contact a hot strip warp when
there is no tension before a next rolling mill hot strip
front end engagement, the inductor gap is closed to
an appropriate heating gap at or after a tension gen-
eration after the next rolling mill hot strip front end
engagement, and the inductor gap is opened to avoid
the contact with the hot strip warp slightly before a
tensionless state caused by a tail end of the hot strip
exiting the rolling mill.

Patentansprüche

1. Walzvorrichtung (1) mit:

zwei Wickelöfen (3), und
einer Vielzahl von Walzgerüsten (2), die zwi-
schen den beiden Wickelöfen (3) vorgesehen
sind, wobei die Vielzahl von Walzgerüsten (2)
zum Umkehrwalzen vorgesehen sind;
gekennzeichnet durch:
eine Induktionsheizvorrichtung (28, 29), die zwi-
schen der Vielzahl von Walzgerüsten (2) vorge-
sehen ist, wobei die Induktionsheizvorrichtung
(28, 29) eine Heiztemperaturerhöhung bei ei-
nem bestimmten Umkehrwalzen oder bei jedem
Umkehrwalzen durchführt, indem die Indukti-
onsheizvorrichtung konfiguriert ist, die Heiztem-
peraturerhöhung in einer Warmbandlängsrich-
tung und in einer Warmbandbreitenrichtung
durchzuführen.

2. Walzvorrichtung (1) gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei die
Induktionsheizvorrichtung (28, 29) ein transversaler
Typ, ein Magnetspulentyp oder eine Kombination
der beiden Typen ist, wobei der transversale Typ
einen Fluss senkrecht zu einem Warmband-Längs-
richtungsquerschnitt aufweist und der Magnetspu-
lentyp einen Fluss senkrecht zu einem Warmband-
Breitenrichtungsquerschnitt aufweist.

3. Walzvorrichtung (1) gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei die
Temperaturerhöhung durch die Induktionsheizvor-
richtung (28, 29) durch die Durchführung einer Zwi-
schen-Walzgerüst-Spannungsteuerung einfacher
wird, indem zumindest zwei Spannungswalzen (32,

33) vor und hinter der Induktionsheizvorrichtung (28,
29) zwischen der Vielzahl von Walzgerüsten (2)
montiert sind, indem die Walzvorrichtung (1) mit ei-
ner Spannungsdetektions- und Spannungssteue-
rungsfunktion versehen ist, indem ein Trapez aus
dem Warmband durch Fixieren der beiden Span-
nungswalzen (32, 33) auf der gleichen angehobenen
Höhe gebildet wird, nachdem ein vorderes Ende des
Warmbandes durch das nächste Walzwerk erfasst
wurde, und indem eine Walzwerkgeschwindigkeit
unter Verwendung eines Spannungskraftwertes von
einem Spannungsdetektor (40) gesteuert wird, wo-
bei die Zwischen-Walzgerüst-Spannungssteuerung
stabil ist.

4. Walzvorrichtung (1) gemäß Anspruch 3, wobei die
Spannungswalzen (32, 33) Andruckwalzen (37, 38)
sind.

5. Walzvorrichtung (1) gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei der
Temperaturanstieg durch die Induktionsheizvorrich-
tung (28, 29) dadurch erleichtert wird, dass eine Zwi-
schen-Walzgerüst-Spannungssteuerung verwen-
det wird, indem die Walzvorrichtung mit einer Span-
nungsdetektions- und Spannungsteuerungsfunkti-
on versehen ist und indem eine Walzwerkgeschwin-
digkeit durch Berechnung eines Zwischen-Walzge-
rüst-Zugkraftwertes unter Verwendung eines Walz-
gerüst-Drehmoments und einer Belastung berech-
net wird, nachdem ein vorderes Ende durch das
nächste Walzwerk erfasst wurde, wobei die Zwi-
schen-Walzgerüst-Spannungssteuerung stabil ist.

6. Verwendung der Walzvorrichtung (1) gemäß An-
spruch 2, wobei die Induktionsheizvorrichtung (28,
29) vom transversalen Typ ist und die Induktions-
heizvorrichtung (28, 29) die Temperaturerhöhung so
durchführt, dass diese an einem Warmbandbreiten-
Stirnabschnitt im Vergleich zu einem Warmband-
breiten-Mittelabschnitt hoch ist und ferner an ande-
ren Warmbandbreitenabschnitten so flach wie mög-
lich ist, so dass die Temperaturen der Warmband-
breiten-Stirnabschnitte im Vergleich zum Warm-
bandbreiten-Mittelabschnitt niedrig sind, um eine
bootsförmige Temperaturverteilung in der Bandbrei-
tenrichtung zu bilden.

7. Verwendung der Walzvorrichtung (1) gemäß An-
spruch 2, wobei die Induktionsheizvorrichtung (28,
29) vom transversalen Typ ist, Heiztemperaturerhö-
hungsmuster beim Warmband-Längsrichtungswal-
zen gewählt wird, um eine Temperaturerhöhungs-
priorität für den Warmbandbreiten-Mittelabschnitt
oder eine Temperaturerhöhungspriorität für den
Bandbreiten-Stirnabschnitt zu haben, und zwei der
Induktionsheizvorrichtungen uneingeschränkt eine
Anordnungsmodifikation in der Breitenrichtung
und/oder eine Anordnungs-Einstellmodifikation zwi-
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schen Walzstichen aufweisen können.

8. Verwendung der Walzvorrichtung (1) gemäß An-
spruch 2, wobei die Induktionsheizvorrichtung (28,
29) vom transversalen Typ ist und der Kontakt mit
einem Warmbandstreifen vermieden wird, indem ein
Induktorspalt geöffnet wird, wenn eine Schleife de-
tektiert wird und wenn eine Nullspannung während
des Walzens detektiert wird.

9. Verwendung der Walzvorrichtung (1) gemäß An-
spruch 2, wobei die Induktionsheizvorrichtung (28,
29) vom transversalen Typ ist, ein Induktorspalt vor-
geöffnet ist, um einen großen Spielraum zu haben,
um nicht mit einem Warmbandstreifen in Kontakt zu
kommen, wenn keine Spannung vor einem Eingriff
mit dem vorderen Ende des Warmbandes des
nächsten Walzwerks vorhanden ist, der Induktor-
spalt bis auf einen angemessenen Heizspalt bei oder
nach einer Spannungserzeugung nach dem Eingriff
mit dem vorderen Ende des Warmbandes des
nächsten Walzwerks geschlossen ist und der Induk-
torspalt geöffnet wird, um den Kontakt mit dem
Warmbandstreifen kurz vor einem spannungslosen
Zustand zu vermeiden, der durch ein aus dem Walz-
werk austretendes hinteres Ende des Warmbandes
verursacht wird.

Revendications

1. Équipement de laminage (1), comprenant :

deux fours à bobineuse (3),
une pluralité de cages de laminoir (2) disposées
entre les deux fours à bobineuse (3), la pluralité
de cages de laminoir (2) étant destinée à un la-
minage réversible ; caractérisé en ce que
l’équipement de laminage (1) comprend en
outre :
un dispositif de chauffage par induction (28, 29)
disposé entre la pluralité de cages de laminoir
(2), le dispositif de chauffage par induction (28,
29) assurant une augmentation de température
de chauffe dans un laminage réversible désigné
ou dans chaque laminage réversible par le dis-
positif de chauffage par induction étant configu-
ré pour assurer l’augmentation de température
de chauffe dans un sens longitudinal et un sens
transversal de la bande à chaud.

2. Équipement de laminage (1) selon la revendication
1, dans lequel le dispositif de chauffage par induction
(28, 29) est de type transversal, de type solénoïdal
ou une combinaison des deux types, le type trans-
versal ayant un flux perpendiculaire à une section
en sens longitudinal de la bande à chaud, le type
solénoïdal ayant un flux perpendiculaire à une sec-

tion en sens transversal de la bande à chaud.

3. Équipement de laminage (1) selon la revendication
1, dans lequel l’augmentation de température due
au dispositif de chauffage par induction (28, 29) est
facilitée en mettant en place une commande de ten-
sion entre les cages de laminoir en montant au moins
deux rouleaux de tension (32, 33) à l’avant et à l’ar-
rière du dispositif de chauffage par induction (28, 29)
entre la pluralité de cages de laminoir (2), en dotant
l’équipement de laminage (1) d’une fonction de dé-
tection de tension et de commande de tension, en
formant un trapézoïde à partir de la bande à chaud
en fixant les deux rouleaux de tension (32, 33) à la
même hauteur d’élévation après qu’une extrémité
avant de la bande à chaud a été engagée par le
laminoir suivant, et en commandant une vitesse du
laminoir au moyen d’une valeur de force de traction
provenant d’un détecteur de tension (40), la com-
mande de tension entre les cages de laminoir étant
stable.

4. Équipement de laminage (1) selon la revendication
3, dans lequel les rouleaux de tension (32, 33) sont
des rouleaux pinceurs (37, 38).

5. Équipement de laminage (1) selon la revendication
1, dans lequel l’augmentation de température due
au dispositif de chauffage par induction (28, 29) est
facilitée en mettant en place une commande de ten-
sion entre les cages de laminoir en dotant l’équipe-
ment de laminage d’une fonction de détection de ten-
sion et de commande de tension, et en commandant
une vitesse du laminoir en calculant une valeur de
force de traction entre les cages de laminoir sur la
base d’un couple et d’une charge du laminoir après
qu’une extrémité avant a été engagée par le laminoir
suivant, la commande de tension entre les cages de
laminoir étant stable.

6. Utilisation de l’équipement de laminage (1) selon la
revendication 2, dans laquelle le dispositif de chauf-
fage par induction (28, 29) est de type transversal
et le dispositif de chauffage par induction (28, 29)
assure l’augmentation de température pour qu’elle
soit élevée au niveau d’une partie d’extrémité en lar-
geur de la bande à chaud comparativement à une
partie centrale en largeur de la bande et pour qu’elle
soit ensuite aussi plate que possible au niveau
d’autres parties en largeur de la bande de telle façon
que les températures des parties d’extrémité en lar-
geur de la bande à chaud sont basses comparative-
ment à la partie centrale en largeur de la bande afin
de produire une répartition de température en forme
de coque de navire dans le sens de la largeur de la
bande.

7. Utilisation de l’équipement de laminage (1) selon la
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revendication 2, dans laquelle le dispositif de chauf-
fage par induction (28, 29) est de type transversal,
un profil d’augmentation de température de chauffe
dans un laminage en sens longitudinal d’une bande
à chaud est sélectionné pour avoir une priorité à
l’augmentation de température sur la partie centrale
en largeur de la bande à chaud ou une priorité à
l’augmentation de température sur la partie d’extré-
mité en largeur de la bande à chaud, et deux des
dispositifs de chauffage par induction peuvent avoir
sans restriction une modification de leur agence-
ment dans le sens de la largeur et/ou peuvent avoir
une modification du réglage de leur agencement en-
tre des passes de laminage.

8. Utilisation de l’équipement de laminage (1) selon la
revendication 2, dans laquelle le dispositif de chauf-
fage par induction (28, 29) est de type transversal,
et tout contact avec un gondolement de la bande à
chaud est évité en ouvrant un intervalle d’inducteur
lors de la détection d’une boucle et lors de la détec-
tion d’une tension nulle pendant le laminage.

9. Utilisation de l’équipement de laminage (1) selon la
revendication 2, dans laquelle le dispositif de chauf-
fage par induction (28, 29) est de type transversal,
un intervalle d’inducteur est pré-ouvert pour avoir
une marge confortable afin de ne pas entrer en con-
tact avec un gondolement de la bande à chaud lors-
qu’il n’y a aucune tension avant un engagement sui-
vant de l’extrémité avant de la bande à chaud dans
le laminoir, l’intervalle d’inducteur est fermé à un in-
tervalle de chauffage approprié au moment ou à la
suite d’une génération de tension après l’engage-
ment suivant de l’extrémité avant de la bande à
chaud dans le laminoir, et l’intervalle d’inducteur est
ouvert pour éviter tout contact avec le gondolement
de la bande à chaud légèrement avant un état sans
tension causé par la sortie d’une extrémité finale de
la bande à chaud hors du laminoir.
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